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WE ARE NAMED FOR OUR TWO DEFINING INFLUENCES - LES ALPES  
FRANÇAISES AND DOING THINGS DIFFERENTLY, BENDING THE NORM. 

Lé:  01. The (definite article)
 02. An homage to our years fitting ski boots in Val-d'Isère. 

Bent:  01.  Simple past tense and past participle of bend. 
(adj.) 02. Different from the normal or usual. 
(adj.)  03.   Strongly inclined or determined: “we are hell bent on  

making good products.”
(adj.) 04. The defining characteristic of a sock… 

THE NAME: LÉ BENT OUR STORY

We craft intelligently designed technical socks, base layers and accessories,  
blurring the lines between luxurious comfort, performance and style.

Le Bent’s commitment to performance, unrivaled comfort and sustainability  
are visible across all of its merino-based lines that are built for the rider’s 
lifestyle, whether that be snow, trail run, mountain bike or anything in between.

“Our ambition is to inspire good times and adventure in the products we make  
and lifestyles we lead. We create products we use ourselves and these products  
enable our global tribe to lose themselves in their outdoor experiences.” 

- The Founders

01 LEADING TECHNICAL SOCKS 
02 STRONG EXPERIENCE 
03 INNOVATIVE DESIGN 
04 SIGNATURE BLEND 
05 EVOLVED LAYERING SYSTEM
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DEFINITIVE COMFORT IN THE OUTDOORS  
FOR EXPERIENCES THAT MATTER
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TECHNOLOGY

SIGNATURE BLEND

They need no introduction, just a helping  
hand or foot to come together. On paper,  
it’s an unlikely romance - merino and bamboo. 
Although the latter is technically a grass, and 
therefore beloved by the former…  What  
makes the two products so compatible is  
their differences. 

Individually rayon from bamboo and merino 
wool are world-class materials, but combined, 
they form a bespoke yarn that redefines what 
we thought was possible in a fabric.

MERINO 
WOOL  
+ RAYON  
FROM  
BAMBOO



SIGNATURE BLEND: BAMBOO & MERINO

MERINO WOOL

Peerless when it comes to performance, merino wool has been the 
benchmark for technical fabrics for centuries and still outperforms  
any human made synthetic copy... not withstanding natural 
combinations à la our signature fabric. 

Ever seen a cold sheep? Ever seen a hot one? How can a creature 
be woolly in a warm climate? The mind boggles. But the wool reigns 
supreme as a thermo regulator. Throw in its anti-bacterial, moisture 
wicking and odourless properties and it’s easy to see ‘why merino?’

RAYON FROM BAMBOO

If Merino is the prized pony of the fabric world, bamboo is very much 
the dark horse. We take the rayon from bamboo fibre which  
is as smooth and luxurious as silk and cashmere. Far softer than  
an already soft merino fibre, ultra breathable in its own right and  
with the ability to diffuse static electricity, it’s perfectly suited as  
a first on skin layer, and the perfect partner to merino, not least  
because it’s a grass and sheep love grass right? 

Being a part of the grass family, it makes it an extraordinary  
plant that grows rapidly in most climates with little water and  
no pesticides. As a result, it is one of the most environmentally  
friendly and sustainable natural resources out there.
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SIGNATURE BLEND: ADVANTAGES

01
  NO ITCH TECHNOLOGY

 Rayon crafted from bamboo has a luxurious softness similar to  
silk and cashmere, and a springiness you’d expect from the almost 
elastic plant. The fibres are smoother and rounder with no sharp 
spurs to irritate the skin. Those with irritations to merino tend  
to have no reaction to our Signature Blend. It’s itch free comfort,  
so soft and comfortable you’ll want to sleep in it. And we do… 

04
  ODOUR CONTROL

 
  Helps control odour producing bacteria by delivering a dry,  

moisture free environment that keeps you hygienic and odour  
free even when worn multiple times - trust us, as (sometimes)  
unwashed outdoor guru’s, we’ve tested this one almost  
excessively… 

04
  UV50+ PROTECTION 

 Our signature blend comes with a UV50+ rating.  

03
  KEEPS YOU DRY

 Rayon from bamboo and merino provide a leading wicking  
agency. The fiber cross-sections are covered with micro-gaps  
giving the fabric leading moisture absorption and ventilation  
properties. Naturally moves sweat away from the skin leaving  
you drier longer thermostat that leaves you regulated day in 
day out.

02
  TEMPERATURE  

   REGULATING
  A powerful insulator that naturally regulates body temperature  

in all conditions, warm in the cold and cool in the heat. The  
air trapped inside the micro fibre gaps retain and regulate the  
thermal energy created by the body. As the body heats up,  
any moisture is evaporated, cooling the air between the skin  
and fabric. A natural thermostat that leaves you regulated day  
in day out.

9FW21 COLLECTION
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OUR SIGNATURE BLEND: ADVANTAGES

We don’t need to tell you synthetic materials are bad for the  
environment, the clue is in the name. They’re unnatural. 

Our raw materials are the exact opposite. Merino wool and 
bamboo. We use ethically sourced nonmulesed merino wool of 
the highest quality and when it comes to bamboo, well, as a 
crop bamboo makes  a strong case for being one of the most 
sustainable. It grows incredibly easily, very rapidly, requires minimal 
water and zero pesticides. 

SUSTAINABILITY SOCK TECHNOLOGY

Ghost Seam

Instep Support

Ankle Band Support

Shin Cushioning

Stay Up Cuff

Snug Fit Y Heel

Achilles Support

Mesh Ventilation

Impact Cushion Zones
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CUSHIONING CHART

RUN/TRAIL 
ULTRA LIGHT

RUN/TRAIL 
LIGHT

Comfort on the  
heel and forefoot.

Precision fit.Comfort on toes,  
heel and forefoot. 

Cushion positioning  
for comfort and  

temperature control. 

Low profile  
precision fit.

Extra comfort  
all over.

SNOW  
ULTRA LIGHT

SNOW  
FULL CUSHION

Precision fit.

SNOW  
PRO ULTRA LIGHT

SNOW  
LIGHT

OUTDOOR 
LIGHT
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HEIGHT CHART

MICRO MINI 3/4 CREW CREW OFF THE CALF

 100 % SATISFACTION GUARANTEE

We craft intelligently designed technical on-skin apparel to help you 
perform in all manner of environments. Run after run, trail after trail, 
season after season. We're so sure you'll love them, they all come  
with our "Feel The Difference Guarantee"! 

Guarantee - return worn or unworn, no questions asked, within 100  
days from purchase (proof of purchase required) for an exchange or 
refund.

We set this standard and provide you, the retailer, with the option  
to exchange or refund any item .... on the spot.

100%
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PRO TEAM

PRO TEAM

They spend more time breaking trail or sending the 
biggest lines. So we partnered with them to innovate 
and develop products built specific for purpose.

ATHLETE
EVOLVED

PRO TEAM

CODY TOWNSEND

Notably one of the highest regarded big mountain free skiers of this 
generation. Cody Townsend has a long list of accolades under his belt including 
the epic tick list he’s gone after as showcased in his series ‘The Fifty Project’ 
– where he decided to not only ski down fifty of the best big mountain lines in 
North America, but also climb each of them too.

Cody has taken aim on some of the biggest, burliest lines and has learned 
(probably more than most) how the right gear can make or break your time in 
the backcountry. 

"When it comes to innovating products, these guys are listening to their 
athletes; some of the best skiers, climbers, mountain runners of the world to 
create new and innovative products that work better for the best, but also 
work for the everyday consumer even better. So yeah, that's it.. that's why I 
love Le Bent and joined up with them." 

- Cody
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PRO TEAM

ELYSE SAUGSTAD

Sorry Cody Townsend, you're not the only one who can take the crown on burly 
lines and big mountain feats... you'll have to share that one with your wife!

A third-generation Alaskan, Elyse has one of the longest lists of acolades we've 
ever cast our eyes over. Including Freeskier Magazine's "Female Skier of the 
Year", two times Powder Video Awards' "Best Female Performance", multiple 
Freeride World Tour Wins & her name ranked on ESPN's "Top 50 Women In 
Sport". She now continues to raise the bar not only for herself, Cody also 
needs to keep up too.

"I joined Le Bent because I like to work with companies that don’t just use me 
for my athlete recognition but actually want to truly work with me to develop 
the best possible product. Already I am stepping in to a co-lab on a women’s 
sock and that’s exciting for me because socks are such an important and very 
specific fitting piece of gear for skiing. If your socks don’t fit perfectly and the 
material is crap you’re going to have a bad day of skiing, no thank you." 

- Elyse
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PRO TEAM

SAMMY CARLSON

With eight 'X Games' medals (four of them Gold), podiums on the 'Dew Tour' and 
numerous wins in Big Air events, Sammy Carlson is a mastermind in competition. 
Though strip away the brand banners, crisp night air under show lights and you'll find 
Sammy in his element - the backcountry.

His vision for finding new, untouched lines is inspired and there are few riders who 
will drive themselves towards the unimagianable as Sammy does. Especially on 
natural terrian.

"Describing comfort after a long day in neg 20 is easy; if you're warm, dry and still 
good to get down then you've nailed it. The crew at Le Bent live by this simple ethos 
and, although I didn't believe it was possible in a sock, we went down the design 
path to craft a sock which will keep you going... and keep your feet looking damn-fine 
when those boots come off." 

- Sammy

17FW21 COLLECTION
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SNOW
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SNOW PRO

LE SEND - THE WORLD'S FIRST SPECIFICALLY 
DESIGNED BACKCOUNTRY SOCK 
Take what you thought of the term 'power couple' 
and flip it on it's head. We knew there was power in 
pairs but when we teamed up with two of the world's 
best pro freeskiers in their respective class and put 
them together to design Le Send - we discovered the 
ultimate pair.  

The CODY PRO MODEL - built for long days in boots, praying 
away the blisters on the way up, and for the ultimate send! 

The ELYSE PRO MODEL - a women's specific fit designed by 
Elyse for the way down, crafted with Le Send as the baseline 
showcasing a shorter leg length, foot length and narrower 
calf compression. Wrapped in a vibrant coral colourway. 

FEATURES:

 - DEFINITIVE FIT SYSTEM™

 - SILICONE SOCK LOCK & STAY UP CUFF

 - SEMI COMPRESSION ZONE

 - SILICONE HEEL LOCK

 - INSTEP SUPPORT w/MESH BREATHABILITY

 - TOE CUSHIONING & GHOST SEAM

STYLE

SS2001 

LE SEND - CODY PRO MODEL

COLOUR

LICHEN GREEN

SIZE

S / M / L / XL

STYLE

SS2101

LE SEND - ELYSE PRO MODEL

COLOURS

LIVING CORAL

SIZE

S / M / L

PRICE  ¥4,300 + Tax PRICE  ¥4,300 + Tax



STYLE

SS2222 

SAMMY PRO LIGHT

COLOUR

DARK STORM

SIZE

S / M / L / XL

LÉ BENT X SAMMY CARLSON, PRO SKIER

Designed in collaboration with Sammy Carlson, these 
high performance snow socks have revolutionized 
comfort for long days spent on intimidating angles, or 
floating over pillows in the backcountry.

SNOW PRO

FEATURES:

 - DEFINITIVE FIT SYSTEM™

 - SHIN PAD CUSHIONING

 - ACHILLES & ANKLE BAND SUPPORT

 - SNUG 'Y' FIT HEEL

 - INSTEP SUPPORT

 - MESH VENTILATION

 - IMPACT CUSHION ZONE

20 21

SNOW

CORE LIGHT & PIXEL LIGHT

The new Core & Pixel Light ski and snowboard socks 
bring a new design aesthetic which moulds both 
evolution in stitching techniques from the Pixel, and 
tradition with the coordinates of our favourite lines 
weaved into the Core. 

Designed for long days on the hill, light cushioning is 
placed under the foot and over the shin for protection 
in these high impact areas. A close, snug fit is delivered 
by our Definitive Fit System™. Our Signature Blend 
is warm, dry, ultra soft and odour free. The new 
benchmark for snow socks.

FEATURES:

 - DEFINITIVE FIT SYSTEM™

 - STAY UP CUFF

 - SHIN PAD CUSHIONING 

 - ACHILLES & ANKLE BAND SUPPORT

 - SNUG 'Y' FIT HEEL

 - INSTEP SUPPORT w/MESH VENTILATION

 - IMPACT CUSHION ZONE 

 - GHOST SEAM

STYLE

SS2022 

CORE LIGHT

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

S / M / L / XL

STYLE

SS2122

PIXEL LIGHT

COLOURS

PEACH FUZZ / RED STORM / DAZZLING BLUE / MONO

SIZE

S / M / L / XL

PRICE  ¥4,000 + Tax

PRICE  ¥3,600 + Tax PRICE  ¥3,600 + Tax
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STYLE

SS2021

CORE ULTRA LIGHT

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

S / M / L / XL

STYLE

SS2121

GLACIER ULTRA LIGHT

COLOURS

NIMBUS CLOUD / ARUBA BLUE

SIZE

S / M / L / XL

CORE ULTRA LIGHT & GLACIER ULTRA LIGHT

A high performance, low volume sock for a precision fit. 
The Definitive Fit System™ delivers a close form fit and 
is coupled with light cushioning over the shin area for 
extra comfort in this high impact zone. Made from our 
Signature Blend of merino wool/rayon from bamboo, the 
ultra light weight rating of this sock offers exceptional 
breathability, superior warmth and comfort. Our go-to 
sock for performance. 

FEATURES:

 - DEFINITIVE FIT SYSTEM™

 - STAY UP CUFF

 - SHIN PAD CUSHIONING 

 - ACHILLES & ANKLE BAND SUPPORT

 - SNUG 'Y' FIT HEEL

 - INSTEP SUPPORT w/MESH VENTILATION

 - GHOST SEAM

SNOW
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KIDS CORE LIGHT & KIDS ABC LIGHT

Why dumb down a kids sock? We certainly don't beleive 
you should. So we took all the key elements from our 
Adult socks and sized them down for smaller, yet more 
energetic feet.

 
All Kid’s socks come with the Definitive Fit System™ along 
with our iconic Signature Blend. The warmth from 
merino and softness of rayon from bamboo combine to 
make little mountain feet happy and warm all day long. 

FEATURES:

 - DEFINITIVE FIT SYSTEM™

 - STAY UP CUFF

 - SHIN PAD CUSHIONING 

 - ACHILLES & ANKLE BAND SUPPORT

 - SNUG 'Y' FIT HEEL

 - INSTEP SUPPORT w/MESH VENTILATION

 - IMPACT CUSHION ZONE + GHOST SEAM

STYLE

SS2042

KIDS CORE LIGHT

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

S / M / L

STYLE

SS2142

KIDS ABC LIGHT

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

S / M / L

SNOW

PRICE  ¥3,400 + Tax PRICE  ¥3,400 + Tax PRICE  ¥2,600 + Tax PRICE  ¥2,600 + Tax
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OUTDOOR

FW21 COLLECTION
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OUTDOOR LIGHT MINI

From the longest scorching hot summer trails to 
chilly dawn scrambles, our Signature Blend has all 
bases covered with incredible breathability, moisture 
management and temperature regulation. 

OUTDOOR LIGHT CREW

With an aesthetic at home in the mountains, our 
Outdoor Light Crew provides the same elements as 
the lower height Mini, then increases the cuff height. 
Covering you from low-hanging debris on all manner of 
ascents. 

FEATURES:

 - STAY UP CUFF

 - ACHILLES & ANKLE BAND SUPPORT

 - SNUG 'Y' FIT HEEL

 - INSTEP SUPPORT

 - MESH VENTILATION

 - GHOST SEAM 

 - IMPACT CUSHION ZONE

STYLE

SH1522  

OUTDOOR LIGHT MINI 

COLOUR

GREY

SIZE

S / M / L / XL

STYLE

SH1542 / SH1742

OUTDOOR LIGHT CREW

COLOURS 

GREY / IVY

SIZE

S / M / L / XL

OUTDOOR

PRICE  ¥2,600 + Tax PRICE  ¥2,800 + Tax
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TRAIL
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TRAIL ULTRA LIGHT MINI

A mottled shadow inspired black colourway and a high 
enough cut to exclude debris while retaining a generally 
low profile, this ultra-light outdoor trail sock is all about 
stealth. From dawn patrol head torch assisted trail running 
to late afternoon rambles, this sock will step up. 

TRAIL LIGHT 3/4 CREW

A perennial favourite, engineered to provide maximum 
performance, durability and comfort, this sock has it 
all for those countless hours on the trail. Our Signature 
Blend keeps your foot temperature regulated, dry and 
odour free for the ultimate in comfort. A run sock with 
maximum performance. 

FEATURES:

 - DEFINITIVE FIT SYSTEM™

 - STAY UP CUFF

 - ACHILLES & ANKLE BAND SUPPORT

 - SNUG 'Y' FIT HEEL

 - INSTEP SUPPORT

 - MESH VENTILATION

 - GHOST SEAM 

 - IMPACT CUSHION ZONE

 

STYLE

SR1721

TRAIL ULTRA LIGHT MINI

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

S / M / L / XL

STYLE

SR1732

TRAIL LIGHT 3/4 CREW 

COLOURS

BLACK MARLE

SIZE

S / M / L / XL

TRAIL

PRICE  ¥2,400 + Tax PRICE  ¥2,800 + Tax
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STYLE

SR1731 

LUCY ULTRA LIGHT 3/4 CREW 

COLOURS

MORROCAN BLUE

SIZE

S / M / L

LÉ BENT X LUCY BARTHOLOMEW, ULTRA TRAIL RUNNER

Designed by our Aussie ultra trail specialist Lucy Bartholomew, this sock 
has been in more ultra trail runs than we dare think about and comes with 
the technology that took Lucy to third place in the prestigious Western 
States 100 Mile Endurance Run. Lucy ran hundreds of miles in blister free 
bliss to help us test this sock and the result speaks for itself. A high 
performance ultra light ¾ crew trail sock with an attractive unisex 
colourway inspired by alpenglow in the Australian Alps. 

TRAIL

FEATURES:

 - DEFINITIVE FIT SYSTEM™

 - STAY UP CUFF

 - ANKLE BAND SUPPORT

 - SNUG 'Y' FIT HEEL

 - INSTEP SUPPORT

 - MESH VENTILATION

 - GHOST SEAM 

FW21 COLLECTION

RUN

PRICE  ¥2,800 + Tax
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RUN ULTRA LIGHT & RUN LIGHT

Our run socks are the antidote to blister prone feet and 
deliver comfort, performance and durability. The Definitive 
Fit SystemTM delivers a precise form fit while targeted 
cushioning on the forefoot and heel provide shock 
absorption where you need it most (as seen in our light 
model). Our Signature Blend wicks moisture, keeps feet dry 
and odour free, step after step, run after run, day after day. 

FEATURES:

 - DEFINITIVE FIT SYSTEM™

 - STAY UP CUFF

 - ACHILLES & ANKLE BAND SUPPORT

 - SNUG 'Y' FIT HEEL

 - INSTEP SUPPORT

 - MESH VENTILATION

 - GHOST SEAM 

 - IMPACT CUSHION ZONE

STYLE

SR1511 

RUN ULTRA LIGHT MICRO TAB

COLOUR

BLACK / WHITE

SIZE

S / M / L / XL

STYLE

SR1812

RUN LIGHT MICRO

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

S / M / L / XL

RUN

FW21 COLLECTION

BASE 
LAYERS

PRICE  ¥2,200 + Tax PRICE  ¥2,200 + Tax
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MERINO BLEND: FABRIC WEIGHTS

The term 'first-on-skin' doesn’t come lightly to us. We meticulously 
design every weave of our Signature Blend to provide maximum wear 
and long-lasting performance in the elements. Outer layers and base 
layering are two things that work in harmony, without one you’ll be  
the first to head home.

Each weighted option in our base layers will encourage seamless 
movement without compromising comfort and temperature control.  
So you can focus on getting out there, we’ll take care of the rest.

260 GM2 MID WEIGHT
Ideal for Extreme Conditions

200 GM2 LIGHT WEIGHT
Ideal for Cold Conditions

160 GM2 ULTRA LIGHT WEIGHT
Ideal for Mild Conditions

THE HEAVIER THE WEIGHT. 
THE WARMER YOU'LL BE.
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STYLE

BT2022 

CORE 200 CREW

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

XS / S / M / L

STYLE

BT2122

CREW 200

COLOUR

NIGHTSHADE

SIZE

XS / S / M / L

CORE 200 CREW & CREW 200

Not a basic piece of the layering pie. Our base layers 
are as comfortable on a bootpack as they are worn to 
bed. Our lightest base layer, at 200gsm this luxuriously 
soft thermal top regulates temperature whatever the 
activity from sun to snow and stays stink free for days 
on end. 

The Signature Blend is even beloved by those with 
merino irritations making it an unrivalled on-skin layer. 
4-way stretch, contoured panels, scoop bottom and 
anti-chafe flatlock stitching all works with your body for 
maximum performance. Not just a baselayer, Le Base, 
for ladies who want it all. 

WOMENS BASE LAYERS

PRICE  ¥9,800 + Tax PRICE  ¥9,800 + Tax
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STYLE

BB2022 

CORE 200 BOTTOM

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

XS / S / M / L

STYLE

BB2422

CORE 200 3/4 BOTTOM

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

XS / S / M / L

CORE 200 BOTTOM

Our lightest base layer bottoms, this is a super soft 
high performance layer that loves being on skin and 
won’t irritate the most irritable of skin types thanks to 
our Signature Blend. This blend has the added bonus 
of superior temperature regulation, moisture control 
and stay odour free far longer than you would think 
possible.  The 200gm lightweight bottoms are crafted 
with contoured panels that gently hug your body in the 
right places, flatlock seams to stop the chafe and a wide 
waistband that disperses pressure and floats atop your 
skin for the ultimate in comfort and performance. 

CORE 200 3/4 BOTTOM 

All the technical benefits from our full length 200gm 
bottoms in a ¾ cut. This super soft performance layer 
concludes at the mid calf-length making it a perfect 
accompaniment to ski boots and other high cuff 
footwear that you can’t have wrinkled or bunched up 
fabric beneath. 

WOMENS BASE LAYERS
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STYLE

BT2023 

CORE 260 CREW

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

XS / S / M / L

STYLE

BB2023

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

XS / S / M / L

CORE 260 CREW 

The perfect synthesis between warmth, comfort and 
performance, our midweight 260gm base layer is the 
warmest in our range. It handles anything from the 
coldest days in the alpine to cruising around town early 
mornings or late in the day après. The Signature Blend 
is even beloved by those with merino irritations making 
it an unrivalled on-skin layer. The contoured fit, chafe 
free seams and 4-way stretch all work with your body 
in harmony for a baselayer that delivers the ultimate in 
comfort and maximum performance.

CORE 260 BOTTOM

Our warmest base layer bottoms are as comfortable 
being a single layer in cool weather or a first on-skin 
layer in the coldest of snowy conditions. Soft on skin 
and smart with temperature. These midweight bottoms 
remain highly breathable and stay stink free long after 
you. The design works with your body seamlessly for 
all day comfort with flatlock seams to prevent chafe, 
contoured panels, 4-way stretch and a wide waistband 
to distribute pressure and ensure a firm hold.

WOMENS BASE LAYERS

CORE 260 BOTTOM

PRICE  ¥9,800 + Tax PRICE  ¥8,800 + Tax PRICE  ¥11,800 + Tax PRICE  ¥11,800 + Tax
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CORE 200 CREW & CORE 200 

Not a basic piece of the layering pie. Our base layers  
are as comfortable on a bootpack as they are worn  
to bed. Our lightest base layer, at 200gsm this thermal 
top regulates temperature whatever the activity from 
sun to snow and stays stink free for days on end. The 
Signature Blend is even beloved by those with merino 
irritations making it an unrivalled on-skin layer. 4-way 
stretch, scoop bottom, offset shoulder panels and 
flatlock stitching will ensure this layer works with your 
body in perfect harmony. 

STYLE

BT2012

CORE 200 CREW

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

S / M / L / XL

STYLE

BT2112

CORE 200

COLOUR

WREN

SIZE

S / M / L / XL

MENS BASE LAYERS
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STYLE

BB2012

CORE 200 BOTTOM

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

S / M / L / XL

STYLE

BB2412       

CORE 200 3/4 BOTTOM

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

S / M / L / XL

CORE 200 BOTTOM 

Our lightest base layer bottoms, a super soft high 
performance layer that loves being on skin and won’t 
irritate the most irritable of skin types thanks to our 
Signature Blend. This blend has the added bonus of 
superior temperature regulation, moisture control and 
stay odour free far longer than you would think possible. 
Meaning you can adventure more and wash less. The 
200gm lightweight bottoms are created with flat seams to 
prevent chafing, sculpted panels to provide a performance 
fit and a wide waistband to distribute pressure and ensure a 
firm, comfortable hold.

CORE 200 3/4 BOTTOM 

All the technical benefits from our full length 200gm 
bottoms in a ¾ cut. This super soft performance layer 
concludes at the mid calf-length making it a perfect 
accompaniment to ski boots and other high cuff footwear 
that you can’t have wrinkled or bunched up fabric beneath. 
Combine this with flat seams to prevent chafing, sculpted 
panels for a performance fit and a wide waistband for 
comfort, and you have a perfect performance layer that 
does it all, day after day.

MENS BASE LAYERS

PRICE  ¥9,800 + Tax PRICE  ¥9,800 + Tax PRICE  ¥9,800 + Tax PRICE  ¥8,800 + Tax
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CORE 260 CREW  

The perfect synthesis between warmth, comfort and 
performance, our midweight 260gm base layer is the 
warmest in our range. It handles anything from the 
coldest days in the alpine to cruising around town early 
mornings or late in the day après. The Signature Blend is 
even beloved by those with merino irritations making it 
an unrivalled on-skin layer. 4-way stretch, scoop bottom, 
offset shoulder panels and flatlock stitching will ensure 
this layer works with your body in perfect harmony. 

CORE 260 BOTTOM

Our warmest base layer bottoms are as comfortable 
being a single layer in cool weather or a first on-skin 
layer in the coldest of snowy conditions. Soft on skin 
and smart with temperature. These midweight bottoms 
remain highly breathable and stay stink free long after 
you. The design works with your body seamlessly for 
all day comfort with flatlock seams to prevent chafe, 
contoured panels, 4-way stretch and a wide waistband to 
distribute pressure and ensure a firm hold.

STYLE

BT2013

CORE 260 CREW

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

S / M / L / XL

STYLE

BB2013

CORE 260 BOTTOM

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

S / M / L / XL

MENS BASE LAYERS
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CORE 200 RAGLAN & CORE 200 BOTTOM

Gone are the days of itchy kids base layers! These Kids  
base layers are guaranteed to keep them comfortable and 
warm all day long. All the technical benefits present in 
our adult layers such as our Signature Blend, only shrunk 
down to suit active little bodies. Ultra breathable and odour 
supressing, like the grommets these lightweight layers will 
do it all! 

STYLE

BT2032 

CORE 200 RAGLAN

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

S / M / L / XL

STYLE

BB2032

CORE 200 BOTTOM

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

S / M / L / XL

39

KIDS BASE LAYERS

PRICE  ¥11,800 + Tax PRICE  ¥11,800 + Tax PRICE  ¥5,800 + Tax PRICE  ¥5,800 + Tax
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BOXERS

41

STYLE

BS2022 

WOMENS BOYSHORT

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

XS / S / M / L 

STYLE

BS2012

MENS BOXER BRIEF

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

S / M / L / XL

WOMENS 200 BOYSHORT & MENS 200 BOXER BRIEF

We believe the right choice of base layer is critical  
to comfort. We designed our new Men's and Women's 
boxers to include all the technical benefits of our  
full-length base layers, including our Signature Blend,  
so now there's a full layering solution.

We've got layering of your assets covered.  

BOXERS

PRICE  ¥4,800 + Tax PRICE  ¥4,800 + Tax
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T-SHIRTS

STYLE

TS2022 

WOMENS WINTER 190 LOGO TEE

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

XS / S / M / L

STYLE

TS2012

MENS WINTER 190 LOGO TEE

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

S / M / L / XL

WOMENS WINTER 190 LOGO TEE 
MENS WINTER 190 LOGO TEE

We want you to enjoy our Signature Blend year round 
so we crafted the winter tee.  Enjoy all of the technical 
performance attributes of our world class base layers - 
breathability, moisture wicking, odourless, temperature 
regulation and comfortability - in a day-to-day garment. 
These are as comfortable on a hike as they are in the 
office and their minimalist design betrays their technical 
proficiency. Featuring 4-way stretch this tee will never 
look dishevelled, no matter how many days you’ve worn 
it or how long it's been tossed in a pile on the floor.

T-SHIRTS

PRICE  ¥8,000 + Tax PRICE  ¥8,000 + Tax
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HEADWEAR + 
ACCESSORIES

45

CORE BALACLAVA 200 & BALACLAVA 200

Protect your face from the elements and look damn  
fine in the process, the balaclava is a team favourite  
for good reason and provides luxuriously soft, versatile face 
protection courtesy of our Signature Blend. Available in 
three colourways, ultra breathable and warm, the balaclava’s 
sculpted panels provide a contoured full face fit and the 
strategic hinge eye opening allows flexibility for whatever 
mother nature throws your way. 

STYLE

AB2012 

CORE BALACLAVA 200

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

ONE SIZE

STYLE

AB2112

BALACLAVA 200

COLOURS

NIGHTSHADE / WREN / LICHEN GREEN

SIZE

ONE SIZE

BALACLAVAS

PRICE  ¥3,800 + Tax PRICE  ¥3,800 + Tax
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LOGO BALACLAVA 200

The all new logo balaclava is as bold as those who put 
it on. The sleek logo balaclava brings in a new era of 
headwear for riders who demand maximum style points. 

STYLE

AB2212 

LOGO BALACLAVA 200

COLOUR

WHITE ON BLACK

SIZE

ONE SIZE

STYLE

AB2212

LOGO BALACLAVA 200

COLOUR

BLACK ON BLACK

SIZE

ONE SIZE

BALACLAVAS

CORE BALACLAVA TECH 260

The warmest balaclava for burly arctic conditions. Just 
like its lightweight counterpart, it's luxuriously soft and 
ultra breathable but with an additional full mouth and 
nose mesh panel so you don’t need a snorkel and you 
won’t choke after face shotting yourself turning in pow.

BALACLAVA 260

Turn up the temperature-dial and warm your head, neck 
& face with the heavy weight 260gm balaclava. The 
super-comfortable feel will keep you warm and feeling 
comfortable in the coldest of environments.

STYLE

AB2013

CORE BALACLAVA TECH 260

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

ONE SIZE

STYLE

AB2113

BALACLAVA 260

COLOUR

LICHEN GREEN / ICE FLOW

SIZE

ONE SIZE

BALACLAVAS

PRICE  ¥4,000 + Tax PRICE  ¥4,000 + Tax PRICE  ¥5,800 + Tax PRICE  ¥4,800 + Tax
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KIDS CORE BALACLAVA 200 & KIDS BALACLAVA 200

Super soft and warm, our kids balaclava provides 
protection against frigid winter winds and the sun’s rays. 
Ultra breathable, super comfortable and very versatile 
with the ninja hinge design, it can easily be worn up 
over the nose or pulled down under the chin. Your kids 
won't want to leave home without it and will last all day 
with it.

STYLE

AB2022 

KIDS CORE BALACLAVA 200

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

ONE SIZE

STYLE

AB2122

KIDS BALACLAVA 200

COLOUR

NIGHTSHADE / ICE FLOW

SIZE

ONE SIZE

BALACLAVAS

CORE NECK GAITER 200 & NECK GAITER 200

Our lightweight neck gaiter provides luxurious softness, 
warmth and versatile protection for your neck wherever 
you will roam. It’s ultra breathable and made with 4-way 
stretch so you can wear it how you like in a wide range 
of temperatures for pure comfort.

STYLE

AN2012 

CORE NECK GAITER 200

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

ONE SIZE

STYLE

AN2112

NECK GAITER 200

COLOURS

NIGHTSHADE / ICE FLOW / LICHEN GREEN

SIZE

ONE SIZE

NECK GAITERS

PRICE  ¥3,200 + Tax PRICE  ¥3,200 + Tax PRICE  ¥3,200 + Tax PRICE  ¥3,200 + Tax
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LOGO NECK GAITER 200 

Level-up to the bold new logo neck gaiter, offering 
more than just luxurious softness, warmth and versatile 
protection for your neck, face or head... it also 
demands maximum style-points so everyone will know 
you've been Le Bent'd.

STYLE

AN2212 

LOGO NECK GAITER 200

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

ONE SIZE

STYLE

AN2212

LOGO NECK GAITER 200

COLOURS

BLACK

SIZE

ONE SIZE

NECK GAITERS

CORE NECK GAITER 260 & NECK GAITER 260

Luxurious softness and warmth, your neck will never 
feel the same again. Our double down neck gaiter 
provides two layers of our signature midweight blend 
to keep you toasty when it gets super cold. Ultra 
breathable and warm, the air between the two layers 
keeps you insulated, dry and comfortable all day long.

STYLE

AN2013

CORE NECK GAITER 260

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

ONE SIZE

STYLE

AN2113

NECK GAITER 260

    COLOURS

   LICHEN GREEN + HEATHER GREY / 
   ICE FLOW + HEATHER GREY / NIGHTSHADE

SIZE

ONE SIZE

NECK GAITERS

PRICE  ¥3,400 + Tax PRICE  ¥3,400 + Tax PRICE  ¥4,400 + Tax PRICE  ¥4,400 + Tax
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KIDS CORE NECK GAITER 200  
KIDS NECK GAITER 200

Ultra warm, this super soft kids neck gaiter provides 
protection against frigid winter winds and the sun’s rays 
with a trustworthy UV50+ rating. Super comfortable and 
versatile, it can be worn around the neck or up over the 
head and is ultra breathable if pulled above the nose on 
a cold, cold day. Keeps your kids on the mountain all day 
every day.

STYLE

AN2022 

KIDS CORE NECK GAITER 200

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

ONE SIZE

STYLE

AN2122

KIDS NECK GAITER 200

COLOURS

LICHEN GREEN / ICE FLOW

SIZE

ONE SIZE

NECK GAITERS

FLIP

Our fully reversible flip beanie allows you  
to change your style whenever you like. The flip  
is our most traditional style, providing warmth  
and protection from the elements.    

STYLE

AW1812

FLIP

COLOURS

GREY & BLACK / GREY & CORAL

SIZE

ONE SIZE

BEANIES

ReversibleReversible

53
PRICE  ¥2,400 + Tax PRICE  ¥2,400 + Tax PRICE  ¥3,800 + Tax
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STYLE

AW1822

BUDDY

COLOURS

GREY / BLACK / HEATHER NAVY

SIZE

ONE SIZE

STYLE

AW1832

POM POM

COLOURS

GREY / BLACK / TOFU / CORAL

SIZE

ONE SIZE

BUDDY

Ye ol classic fisherman style beanie will make you feel  
at home on the streets of Aspen or chasing big mountain 
lines in Chamonix. Made from our Signature Blend, the 
Buddy has you covered.  

POM POM

Warm, comfortable and topped out with a classic pom. 
Providing warmth and protection from the elements. 

BEANIES

POM POM LOGO

No longer do you need to contain your froth. Show it to the  
world with the extra-classy logo pom beanie. 

CORE LOGO

Get Lé Bent'd! Be part of the tribe and represent  
true style with the new logo beanie. 

STYLE

AW2042

POM POM LOGO

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

ONE SIZE

STYLE

AW2052

CORE LOGO

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

ONE SIZE

BEANIES

PRICE  ¥3,800 + Tax PRICE  ¥4,400 + Tax PRICE  ¥4,800 + Tax PRICE  ¥4,400 + Tax
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CORE GLOVE LINER 260

Our Signature Blend right at your fingertips.  
Our glove liners deliver a luxurious hand feel,  
toasty warm insulation, superior breathability  
and touch screen compatibility for on the run  
phone dealings in cold environments. The Core 
Glove Liner will double as stand alone layer for 
dawn patrol runs or an extra thermal layer within 
snow gloves. 

STYLE

AG2013

CORE GLOVE LINER 260

COLOUR

BLACK

SIZE

XS / S / M / L

GLOVE LINERS
SIZE GUIDE: SOCKS

ADULT SOCKS
UNIVERSAL SIZE CONVERSIONS

US MEN US / AU WOMEN EURO UK / AU MEN

Small 3 – 5.5 4 – 6.5 34 – 37 2 – 4.5

Medium 6 – 8.5 7 – 9.5 38 – 41 5 – 7.5

Large 9 – 11.5 10 – 12.5 42 – 45 8 – 10.5

X-Large 12 – 14.5 – 46 – 49 11 – 13.5

KIDS SOCKS
UNIVERSAL SIZE CONVERSIONS

US US / AU WOMEN EURO UK

Small 9 – 11.5 – 26 – 28 8 – 10.5

Medium 12 – 2.5 – 29 – 32 11 – 13.5

Large 3 – 6 – 33 – 36 1 – 4.5

ONE SIZE FITS ALL
UNIVERSAL SIZE CONVERSIONS

US MEN US / AU WOMEN EURO UK / AU MEN

2 – 8 (Unisex) 3 – 9 4 – 10 34 – 42 2 – 8

8 – 14 (Unisex) 6 – 8.5 9 – 15 11 – 13.5 7 – 13

When body measurements are midway between two sizes go the smaller size for a tighter fit or the larger size for a looser fit.
PRICE  ¥3,800 + Tax
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SIZE GUIDE: HEADWEAR & GLOVES

GLOVES
X-SMALL SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

CM INCHES CM INCHES CM INCHES CM INCHES

Length 17 6.5” 18 7” 19 7.5” 20 8”

Width 18.5 7.5” 19.5 7.5 – 8” 21 8 – 8.5” 22.5 8.5 – 9”

HEADWEAR
BALACLAVA NECK GAITER BALACLAVA NECK GAITER

Adult (Mens & Womens) Adult (Mens & Womens) Kids (6–14 years) Kids (6–14 years)

Size & Fit One Size Fits All One Size Fits All One Size Fits All One Size Fits All

Please note that glove sizes are unisex sizes in both (cm) and (inches).

MENS
SMALL MEDIUM LARGE X-LARGE

CM INCHES CM INCHES CM INCHES CM INCHES

Chest 91 – 96 36 – 38” 88.5 – 104 39 – 41” 106.5 – 111.5 42 – 44” 114 – 122 45 – 48”

Waist 73.5 – 78.5 29 – 31” 81 – 86 32 – 34” 88 – 94 35 – 37” 96 – 101.5 38 – 40”

Hip 91 – 96 36 – 38” 98.5 – 104 39 – 41” 106.5 – 111.5 42 – 44” 114 – 122 45 – 48”

Arm Length 78.5 – 81 31 – 32” 81 – 83.5 32 – 33” 83.5 – 86 33 – 34” 86 – 89 34 – 35”

KIDS
SMALL (5–6 YEARS) MEDIUM (7–8 YEARS) LARGE (9–10 YEARS) X-LARGE (11–12 YEARS)

CM INCHES CM INCHES CM INCHES CM INCHES

Chest 62 – 66 24.5 – 26” 66 – 70 26 – 27.5” 70 – 74 27.5 – 29” 74 – 78 29 – 31”

Waist 56 – 58 22 – 23” 58 – 60 23 – 23.5” 60 – 62 23.5 – 24.5” 62 – 64 24.5 – 25.5”

Hip 107 – 122 42 – 48” 122 – 137 48 – 54” 137 – 145 54 – 57” 145 – 152.5 57 – 60”

Weight (kg) 18 – 22 42 – 49” 22 – 26 49 – 59” 26 – 33 59 – 75” 33 – 40 75 – 89”

WOMENS
X-SMALL SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

CM INCHES CM INCHES CM INCHES CM INCHES

Chest 81 – 83.5 32 – 33” 86 – 89 34 – 35” 91 – 96 36 – 38” 99 – 101.5 39 – 40”

Waist 61 – 63.5 24 – 5” 66 – 68.5 26 – 27” 71 – 76 28 – 30” 78.5 – 81 31 – 32”

Hip 89 – 91.5 35 – 36” 94 – 96.5 37 – 38” 99 – 101.5 39 – 40” 104 – 106.5 41 – 42”

Arm Length 68.5 – 71 27 – 28” 71 – 73.5 28 – 29” 73.5 – 76 29 – 30” 76 – 78.5 30 – 31”

SIZE GUIDE: BASE LAYERS

When body measurements are midway between two sizes go the smaller size for a tighter fit or the larger size for a looser fit.
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